Brief Description
Coin Liza is a daughter coin of the social project CashPay.





Name: Liza Coin
Symbol: LZC
Total Supply: 100,000 LZC
Bscscan: 0xA6550996403407481f2748a793aE40dA3b369F6d

The advantage of this token is a low commission and a fast transaction thanks to the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) blockchain.

Total issue of coins 100,000 LZC
Reserve - 35,000 (35%)
Marketing - 10,000 (10%)
AirDrop - 5,000 (5%)
Sale - 50,000 (50%)




Private sale 10,000 (10%)
Public sale 35,000 (35%)
Bonuses 5,000 (5%)
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Token Lisa is needed to raise funds for the launch of a new multifunctional marketing platform with
one entertainment slot.
Approximately what the platform will look like:

Road map
Stage 1 2022
Creation of a token on the blockchainBinance Smart Chain (BSC). Token verification on Bscscan,
KYC, Audit. airdrop program. Pre-sale preparation, marketing. Private sale. Open pre-sale. Listing on
PinkSwap, PancakeSwap, Continue to attract and develop partnerships.

Stage 2 2022
Preparation and launch of a new marketing platform with VIP services (voting, promoter services,
advertising of NFT tokens, the Hippodrome entertainment section, an investment program for holders.
Advanced marketing, listing on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko.

Stage 3 2022
Building a strong community. Additional large-scale marketing, promotion. Listing on new centralized
exchanges. Starting a bridge between TCP <> LZC tokens.
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The purpose of the token and the plans of the concept.
The Liza token of the CashPay project is intended for a new concept of project development in the field
of marketing, passive income, investments and entertainment crypto sector.
65% of LZC tokens are scheduled for AirDrop, giveaways, marketing, private and public sale. Also, the
collected funds will be used to launch farming, pools, staking and listings on crypto exchanges, prepare and
launch a new platform, connect a bridge between the two tokens of the LZC and TCP project, as well as to
support liquidity.
35% LZC tokens (Reserve) is intended to pay interest to investors (token holders), to pay the team that
will maintain the new platform, technical costs associated with the maintenance of Internet resources.
When all 100% of the tokens leave the main wallet, and the tokens are on the market and from investors,
the team will buy back part of the tokens for the above expenses.
The Liza token is also required to pay for paid services on the new marketing platform (advertising, VIP
offers).
In the entertainment section of the new platform, it is planned to place the crypto game "Hippodrome"
with bets in the BNB coin twice a day.
Why will the bet be in BNB and not in LZC?
This is necessary to maintain liquidity in the LZC token market.
Example:
You place a bet, there can be several of them (a pool of winnings received from betting users).
1. At the specified time, the races begin (twice a day).
2. Horse speed changes every 5-10 seconds.
3. When your horse wins and you get a prize for each winning bet.
Pool allocation.
The total PRIZE of the winners is 90% of the total stake pool of all users and is divided among the winners in
proportion to their winning stakes:
- 1st place 40%,
- 2nd place 30%,
- 3rd place 20%,
- 10% of the total pool goes to the project fund, which will be directed once a week to support the token on
the market.

To participate in the ecosystem, you must have an LZC token. Join the Liza Marketing ecosystem and more...

PS My name is Dmitry!
My opinion about white papers (Whitepaper) is that no white paper, which is required constantly, does not
guarantee 100%.
Our project is different from many, honesty, decency and constant belts of development.
Follow our plan and together we will do more.
Good luck to everyone and profit!!!!
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Our official internet sources:
Project site: https://tcpcoins.net
Project mail: faty@tcpcoins.net
Social networks of the project:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TCashPay
https://www.facebook.com/TCashPay
https://twitter.com/CashPay13
https://t.me/fatygroup
https://linkedin.com/in/CashPay
https://www.instagram.com/tcashpay
https://discord.com/invite/EWqqBu4

Sincerely, Your CashPay!
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